Know Your Hand Signals

Bike Basics

After checking traffic behind you, communicate your direction
with hand signals.

Ride predictably on the right side of the road in
single file. Obey all traffic laws and signs.
Helmets can
reduce severity
of crash injury.

Stop

Keep pants
and shoelaces
out of moving
parts.

Left

Wear bright
clothing with
reflectors.

Right

Right (alternative)

Bicycle Safety Check
Handlebars
are tight
and straight.

Use bike lanes when available. Bike lanes provide a
space just for bicyclists so they can travel safely.

Intersections
Brakes in
front and
back work
smoothly.

Make eye contact to
communicate with drivers.
Before moving into the
intersection, make sure all
motorists see you!
Let pedestrians cross the street safely before you
go forward.

Seat is
straight and
at the right
height.

Chain is
clean, lubed
and runs
smoothly.

Tires are
properly
inflated.

Be Visible

In the rain or when its dark,
use a white front light, and
red rear reflector (these are
required by law at night).
Add a red rear light and
extra reflectors on pedals.
Wear clothing with relectors
on them.

Be conspicous—
ride where you’ll be seen by motorists.

A Note to Parents
Kids bike because it’s fun, whether they are young
and riding with you or older and riding with friends.
When they are ready for more independence,
bicycling becomes a practical way for them to get
around town. Active, independent travel, including
walking and riding the bus, makes them healthier,
safer, smarter, more creative and more responsible.
This brochure can help you teach bicycle skills to
very young children. When your kids are ready, ask
us for other Smart Trips brochures that provide more
advanced instruction and tips on preparing children
to travel independently. Our Smart Trips maps can
help you teach way-finding and proper routes for
bicycling (something that’s not obvious from riding in
a car). Or better yet, invite us to your parents group
and we’ll present this information and answer your
questions in-person.
Whatcom Smart Trips
314 East Champion Street
Bellingham, Washington 98225
www.WhatcomSmartTrips.org
(360) 756-TRIP
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Quick Tips
for cycling
with children

Signs

Hazards
Watch out for potholes, broken glass,
opening car doors, and parked cars that
can block your view.

Slow down
and watch
for traffic.

Traffic
Signal

Green = Go
Yellow = Stop
Red = Stop

Slow down,
look and
listen. Stop
for trains.

Check Your Helmet Fit
a

Safety gear can reduce the severity of injury
in a crash. Wear gloves and fit your helmet
properly.

a The front edge of the helmet should be about
two fingers width above your eyebrows.

b

b Straps should form a V shape with the sliders
below the ears. The chinstrap should be tight
allowing only two fingers under the strap.

Right-of-way decides who goes first at an intersection. Bicycles,
like all vehicles, must follow right-of-way rules at intersections.

1. If two vehicles arrive at different times, the vehicle that
arrives first goes first.
2. If two or more vehicles arrive at the same time, the vehicle
on the right goes first.
3. If two vehicles moving in opposite directions arrive at the

same time, the vehicle going straight goes first.

2.

Going
Straight

Stop at the end of the driveway or alley and
look for traffic before riding into the road. Yield
to pedestrians. Move forward to see around
shrubs or parked cars.

Ride up to the stop sign in
the Main Area of the traffic
lane, about four ft. from the
curb. Stop at the stop sign
and look left, right, and left
again for traffic. Be alert
for cars turning right or
on-coming cars turning
left in front of you. When
it’s clear, continue riding in
the Main Area through the
intersection. See diagram
below.

Road Positions
Be visible to motorists by riding in the Main Area of
the lane where they can see you. Riding in the correct
part of the lane increases predictability and safety.

Main Area
Most riding should be done in the right
two-thirds of the traffic lane, called the
“Main Area” and abbreviated as “M”
in these diagrams. Riding in the Main
Area keeps you about four feet from
the curb, and four feet from hazards
and parked cars.

M

M

Right-of-Way

1.

Exiting Driveways

RR Sign

3.

M
L

Left Turn Area
Ride in the left third of the lane to
prepare for left turns. Left Turn Area is
abbreviated as “L” in these diagrams.

of the Lane

Yield Sign

Main Riding Area

Come to a
complete
stop.

Left Turn Area

Stop Sign

Left Turn
Shoulder check behind to look
L
M
for a break in traffic. Signal left
to move out of Main Area into Left Turn Area.
Stop at the stop sign and look left, right, and left
again. When traffic is clear, give another left turn
signal and ride left into the Main Area on the
adjacent street.

<width of traffic lane >

Turning Right
Stay in the Main Area as you ride
up to the intersection. Stop at stop
sign and look left, right and left again
for traffic. Give your right turn signal
and, when traffic is clear, make a
turn into the Main Area on the adjacent street. Continue riding in the
Main Area.

Shoulder Checks
Looking back over your shoulder for traffic is an important skill. Cyclists use
shoulder checks when preparing for left hand turns, lane changes, and to be
aware of traffic. Here are some pointers for easy shoulder checks.

a Ride with your right
hand on the handlebars and your left
hand on your hip.

b Sit up tall and look c Practice until you can
back over your left
shoulder.

ride and look back for
traffic without swerving.

